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Are you not sure exactly what vocabulary IELTS you need to do well in the IELTS test? Here you get all the words you need with practice exercises around key academic words, idioms practice, topics related words and other important vocabulary. It is important to have a flexible use of a wide range of vocabulary for
IELTS, as an expert will look for it in writing and speaking. It is also necessary to read, so you understand the texts because they will have a lot of difficult words. A good IELTS vocabulary is especially important for those who want to reach group 7 or higher. The topic Related Vocabulary IELTS Theme Related
VocabularyThere are common topics that appear in the IELTS test, so it can help learn new words related to these topics, so you can use them in writing and talk if the topic arises. Here are some common topics that we'll look at: EducationCrimeDiet, Fitness and HealthWorkInformation
TechnologyEnvironmentScienceThe Basic Words for IELTS Beginning of Word StudyIt's list of words was developed by the School of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies at the University of Victoria in Wellington.The list consists of 570 words of families, and words have been chosen because they usually appear
in many academic texts. You can download the full AWL here: Download the Academic List of Words You'll Notice Some Words in a Country. This means that they are the most common word family members. Idioms learn and practice idioms. Idioms can mislead non-native English speakers because they are phrases
that do not have the same meaning as the words spoken in reality. However, they are quite common in English, so it is important that you learn about them. In the idioms pages you will learn what idioms are and be able to learn common idioms and practice their phrasal verbs. A way to potentially increase your score by
speaking in an IELTS speaking test is to use phrasal verbs (if used correctly!). This will certainly be noticed by the expert. More on collocations. Being able to collocate properly is extremely important when you speak or write in English, and your skills in that area will be what the examiner is looking at. You don't have to
learn new words in isolation. Instead, you should check out what other words collocate with the new word you are learning. Ultimate Vocabulary Builder Do you want to increase your vocabulary range for IELTS? Do you have difficulty learning new words or in targeting your learning in the most effective way? Then you
may be interested in Ultimate Vocabulary software. Group 7 books I think these books are FANTASTIC!!! I know it's not an academic language, but it's true! Linda, from Italy, scored Band 7.5 Review e-books Subscribe to free IELTS tips! You may also be Vocabulary is one of the most misunderstood areas of the IELTS
test. In order to improve you first need to IELTS dictionary stock. IELTS Vocabulary is not rated as a separate test module, but is 25% of the total score on writing and speech tests, and is therefore important. Experts will evaluate your ability to both use a wide range of relevant vocabulary and use those words
accurately. What does Group 9 Vocabulary look like? IELTS Vocabulary: Free mini-courseIn this free 3-day mini-course, I'll teach you everything you need to know about IELTS Vocabulary so you can improve your skills from home and get the right score. By the end of this mini-course, you will understand: Why your
vocabulary is so important. Myths that could lower your IELTS score (and how to avoid them). What the Band 7 dictionary looks like. How to use vocabulary to score Band 7, 8 or 9.Watch to the end to get my free improvement plan vocabulary! Find out IELTS Vocabulary's 6 StepsFind source you'll like it. Choose a book,
TV show, radio show, podcast, YouTube series or magazine that interests you. People learn more effectively when they like what they do, so don't choose something boring! Take a new notebook. It doesn't have to be expensive, just somewhere for you to write down your notes every day. Consume your source.
Read/look/listen to everything you choose in step 1 and select 15 words you don't understand. Try to guess what they mean out of context. (This step is very important because it will help you remember new words.) Notice the new words. Notice 15 new words in your notebook. Look at the point. See the new words in the
online dictionary. Aside from each word, pay attention to meaning, example of a sentence or two, collocations, synonyms, antonyms, and pronunciation. You can also draw pictures - anything that will help you remember the word. See your new words. Browse the new words in a week, two weeks, and then one month.
Practice of using them in a sentence. Follow this simple strategy for 5 days a week and you'll have 300 new words in your notebook after just 1 month. After 6 months, you learned almost 2000 new words! As Word Lists can lower your scoreIf you type 'IELTS dictionary stock' into Google, you'll find 1000s of websites with
long lists of complex words. Most of these websites will allow you to believe that their Word Lists or Band 7 Vocabulary will boost your IELTS score... But these websites don't help you. After years of marking an IELTS essay, I can promise you that learning a few words from a list you found online will never increase your
score. The only way to effectively learn new words and use them properly is by studying them out of context, or in other words, from real sources of information. Don't list. You knew? The human mind can only effectively memorize about 15 new words in a foreign language a day - more, and you won't study them properly
and make mistakes. What happens if I IELTS word lists? In the past, many of my students have downloaded long word lists or Band 7 Vocabulary with that they might just learn new words by memorizing them. The result was always the same: they would try to use these new words in a sentence and get them completely
wrong. It doesn't matter how complicated your vocabulary is - IELTS experts can tell when you use the word incorrectly and will give you a lower mark if you make a lot of mistakes. How do I find out the new IELTS vocabulary? In my experience, the 6-step plan above is the most effective way to improve your IELTS
Vocabulary. It's helped thousands of my students get the points they need! You can also click on the button below to download my FREE IELTS Vocabulary Improvement Plan: IELTS Vocabulary Word CirclesI have analyzed all the tasks of 2 documents over the past few years and found that there are 10 common
themes. Below you'll find a list of these common themes - click on them to find 20 words that are related to each common theme. Here's an example: Each word is visually represented, and I've also included synonyms, antonyms, values, collocatives, and approximate sentences. Note that these are not final lists or a
complete set of words that will help you get a high score in the test. They should demonstrate how I use the vocabulary improvement techniques outlined on this page to analyze common themes. Is vocabulary important? Vocabulary makes up 25% of the total in writing and talking tests, so the answer is yes. Also, did
you know that listening and reading tests are really dictionary tests too? Take a look at the table below: In the left column you'll find the words in question from the official IELTS reading test. On the right you will find the words that were used in the text. As you can see, many synonyms are used in the IELTS exam and
are necessary to answer the question. So you have to have a wide vocabulary in order to do well on listening and reading tests. Get more help with the synonyms here. Online InformationI Sources know that many of you can live in countries with a limited number of good English bookstores. However, there are many
internet sources that you can use. The great thing about using online materials is that you can choose exactly what you want and never get bored. Below are some of my favorite online reading websites, and all of them are related to the most common topics: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICNEW SCIENTISTTHE
ECONOMISTHISTORY TODAYTIMECOSMOPOLITANWIREDDYou can also be kept up to date by reading the news every day. News always uses appropriate vocabulary: BBC WORLD NEWSFinally, podcasts are an invaluable and entertaining source of information. Check out my article below on how you can use
podcasts to help you improve your English (it also includes a list of my favorites!). BEST PODCASTS FOR ENGLISH LEARNERSSummary below is a brief summary of how to learn a new vocabulary before your IELTS test. You may also be interested in: 5 things you should know about IELTS VocabularyWhat Band 7
Vocabulary looks like Challenge 1 Vocabulary and Grammar GuideNext Steps For more personalized help with your vocabulary skills, send me an email to chris@ieltsadvantage.com and I'll be happy to help you. I also recently created a comprehensive step-by-step Vocabulary course for my VIP students. Get in touch to
find out more about it! This is!
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